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#Bag-Wood-H
$190.00
Woodlander Bag
hair on flap

#Bag-Belt-M
$69.00
Medium Belt Bag
with beaver tail flap

#Bag-Belt-S
$54.00
Small Belt Bag
with beaver tail flap

#Bag-Wood-BF
$170.00
Woodlander Bag
beaver tail flap

Scottish Sporran:
Our 8” x 9” Scottish Sporran is
made to wear on a traditional chain
belt or a 3” leather belt.
Made from soft 6 oz. elk tanned
cowhide, hand antiqued, with an
embossed Celtic design in brown or
black leather. Made in the U.S.A.
#Bag-Belt-C-BR brown $85.00
#Bag-Belt-C-BL
black
$85.00

Woodlander Bag................................#Bag-Wood-H or P
This large 11 x 10” bag is made of soft 6 ounce Elk tanned
cowhide. Hand antiqued so each bag has a unique patina.
The main pocket has a 2” gusset, and an extra smaller
pocket inside. A smaller pocket with 1” gusset is centered
on the front, with a brass button closure flap. The jute and
cotton 2” strap has a 5” adjustment, with a brass buckle. A
leather short starter loop is sewn to the strap.
#Bag-Wood-H bag, hair on flap
only $190.00
#Bag-Wood-P
bag, plain leather flap
only $170.00

Beaver Tail Woodlander Bag...................#Bag-Wood-BF
This large 11-1/2”x 10” bag is made of soft 6 oz elk tanned
cowhide with a beaver tail style flap. A jute and cotton 2”
strap has a 5” adjustment with a brass buckle and leather
tabs. A leather short starter loop is sewn to the strap. The
2” gusseted main pocket has an extra smaller pocket inside.
A smaller 1” gusseted pocket is centered on the front with a
brass button closure flap. A additional flat pocket, with button
closure flap, is sewn to the back side of the bag.
#Bag-Wood-BF bag, beaver tail flap
only $170.00
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Belt Bags:
Our medium belt bag is 8 x 7”, made from 6 ounce Elk tanned cowhide,
hand antique patina finished. The main pocket has a small ball pocket inside,
a pocket on the front, plus an extra pocket between the belt loop and the bag.
The belt loop accepts a belt up to a 2-1/2” wide. A loop for your ball starter is on
the side of the bag. All of the bags and pouches shown are made in the U.S.A.
#Bag-Belt-M
Medium leather belt bag
only $69.00
Our small belt bag makes an ideal wallet for keys and coins at the rendezvous,
or empty brass at a cowboy shoot. The main pocket has a 1” gusset, and a front
pocket. The belt loop accepts belts up to 2-1/2” wide.
#Bag-Belt-S
Small leather belt bag
only $54.00

